POLICIES OPEN FOR FEEDBACK

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY

What? This is an update to the Data Network Acceptable Use Policy. The policy was revised and expanded in scope to cover all technology use at Carolina.

Who? This policy applies to everyone that uses technology that is owned by the University.

When? The ITS Policy Office is soliciting feedback from January 19th until February 9th.

Where? https://its.unc.edu/its-policy-review/

NEW RELEASES

INFORMATION SECURITY CONTROLS STANDARD

What? This defines the baseline security controls required for Information Technology at Carolina. These updated standards supersede certain sections of the Information Security Policy.

Who? This standard applies to anyone using IT to do University business, which may include students as well as all types of employees.


INFORMATION CLASSIFICATION STANDARD

What? This standard provides institutional guidance on how to properly classify information and records at Carolina.

Who? This standard applies to everyone affiliated with the University who has access to University business information.


ON THE ROADMAP

ACCESS CONTROL POLICY

INFORMATION SECURITY LIAISON POLICY

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT POLICY

We hope to make IT policies easily accessible, and the drafting and development process open and productive.

HOW TO SEND FEEDBACK

If you have feedback on this bulletin, on IT policy development or management, or on any campus IT policy document, please feel free to contact Kim Stahl directly at kim.stahl@unc.edu, via the ITS policy staff email its_policy@unc.edu, or give us specific feedback on the ITS Policy Review page: https://its.unc.edu/its-policy-review/

CONTACT

ITS Policy Office
ITS Franklin, Office 2402
Campus Box 1105
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1105
919.962.3987
its_policy@unc.edu
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